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Market Overview 
Yesterday, China and Hong Kong stock market advanced on the back of 
the rally of Chinese financial companies, including China bank, insurance 
and brokerage. Southbound capital continued to flow into China telecom 
companies, also pushed the index higher. The Hang Seng Index surged 
368pts to 28,276pts. The daily turnover remained high at HKD199b level. 
China insurance and brokerage sectors are the laggard, it is believed that 
when A-share markets continue to reach high recent-year high level, 
those sectors can be chasing behind in the near term. Companies-news: 
Lenovo (992 HK) will issue Chinese Depository Receipts representing up to 
10% of its total number of shares for listing on the Sci-Tech Innovation 
Board of the Shanghai Stock Exchange.  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

BYD Co. (1211 HK) 
BYD Co. introduced the DM-i (Dual mode-intelligent hybrid system and launched its new models, including 
Qing plus DM-i, Song Plus DM-i and Tang DM-i. DM-i system mainly utilises the electric motor for operation 
with supporting engines, leading to the fuel efficiency feature. The DM-i system is equipped with BYD’s 
blade LFP battery with a capacity of 8.3-21.5kWh for a pure battery driving range of 50-120km. The 
pricing for the new models is competitive: Qin Plus DM-i of RMB107.8-147.8k; Song Plus DM-i of RMB153.8-
175.8k; Tang DM-i of RMB197.8-224.8k. Market believes the competitive pricing is due to the installation 
of the blade LFP battery, which can reduce the battery production cost by improving the pack structure 
and reducing the number of parts by >35%. 
 
Man Wah (1999 HK) 
Man Wah acquired stake in Style Furniture on Dec 2020, market believes the acquisition would facilitate 
Man Wah’s channel expansion, improve its competitive edge in the leisure sofa and fabric sofa markets, 
and expand its consumer base. Looking into FY21E, Man Wah's earnings should record rapid growth in 
domestic revenue, on the back of (1) the rising concentration of the upholstered furniture market amid 
the COVID-19 pandemic; and (2) the improving product power and cost performance of recliners along 
with the emergence of the stay-at-home economy. According to HKEx data, southbound capital held 
c.21.91% of Man Wah's total number of issued shares as of 11 Jan.  
 
Minth Group (425 HK) 
There are two company's updates: (1) European business recovery is on track. Since Oct 2020, Minth’s 
European business has recorded positive YoY growth in revenue and production has recovered to over 90% 
of the pre-pandemic level. Minth plans to invest in its Czech factory in 2021E; (2) Increase contribution in 
battery housing business. Minth targets to produce 450k units of battery housing per year from 2021E 
based on customers’ orders. Its top clients include VW, BMW, Daimler and Nissan, and with its brand 
positioning, the ASP of its battery housing ranges from RMB3,000 to RMB5,000. 
 
Topsports (6110 HK) 
Topsports's 4Q20 sales growth improved on a QoQ basis in both standalone online and offline channels. Its 
management believes its inventory and retail discount levels were broadly healthy and overall retail 
discounts (incl. online and offline) in 4Q20 recovered to a similar level as that in 4Q19. While there have 
been some regional outbreaks for the Covid-19, which may still impact certain areas’ performance, 
Topsports highlights its strong digital strategies to react to the dynamics better. 
 
Geely Auto (175 HK) 
Geely targets 16% YoY sales volume growth to 1.52m units in 2021E. Its management said it plans to 



gradually phase out old low-end models which no longer match the company’s brand image. Hence, its 
2021 earnings growth is expected to be driven by new models with higher pricing. Also, Geely plans to 
launch more PHEVs/MHEVs in 2021E to increase electrified vehicle penetration to meet the dual credit 
requirement. In terms of BEVs, the company reiterated its plan to launch its Zero Concept model by end-
2021E, the first BEV based on its SEA platform. In 2022E, BEV model launches from the SEA platform 
should be accelerated. 
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